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Greetings Red Knight’s family. 

 
Those of you who attended the ABM in Johnstown know there were no  
changes to the bylaws regarding the back patches and likely know  
there remain different points of view on the matter. 
 
To hopefully bring the club together on these   issues, we will bring  
TWO bylaw proposals to the membership at the next ABM: one to clearly  
and without conflict permit multiple rockers on the back of the vest,  
another to clearly and without conflict restrict the back of the vest  
to no more than 1 top Rocker of any sort and no more than 1 bottom  
Rocker of any sort while clearly defining what a rocker is.   
Whichever of these two options the membership votes for will be the  
one we will enforce. 
We will strive to advertise these two bylaw proposals as soon as  
possible so chapters can provide feedback to their Regional Director  
allowing us to ensure that we have proposals that are clear and  
understandable. 
Brothers and Sisters, until we have a clearer path to enforcement, we  
would respectfully ask that if the back of your vest has more than  
one top or more than one bottom curved rocker of any description you  
consider tasteful options to not display the multiple rockers,  
including the option of not wearing the vest.  Without clearer  
direction from the membership through a bylaw change, we will not be  
enforcing "violations." 
This is an issue that is close to the hearts of many of us, but the  
brotherhood, the sisterhood, the family of the Red Knights is closer  
to our hearts and we will not support this issue dividing us any  
further. 
 
 Thank you for your patience, your understanding, and your anticipated  
cooperation. 
 
 

 


